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Included in this thread are all of GDT's HOBBIT-related posts, either here at DTF, or at <!-- m --><a class="postlink" href="http://www.theonering.net">http://www.theonering.net</a><!-- m -->
I am a big Dragon fan. I've said it before- And I was fortunate enough to be born a Dragon in the Chinese Horocope... 

And although its always impossible to agree on the &quot;greatest&quot; of anything, I bring forth these two as the main film contenders for that title: Eyvind Earle / Disney's Maleficent dragon ( a triumph of elegance of color and design) and Vermitrax Pejorative from Dragonslayer. 

In my opinion, every other design has borrowed heavily from these two. 

Smaug should not be &quot;the Dragon in the Hobbit movie&quot; as if it was just &quot;another&quot; creature in a Bestiary. Smaug should be &quot;The DRAGON&quot; for all movies past and present. The shadow he cast and the greed he comes to embody- the &quot;need to own&quot; casts its long shadow and creates a thematic / dramatic continuity of sorts that articulates the story throughout- 

In fact, Thorin's greed si a thematic extension of this and Bilbo's &quot;Letting go&quot; and his noble switching of sides when the dwarves prove to be in the wrong is its conceptual counterpart (that is a hard one to get through, Bilbo's heroism is a quiet, moral one) and the thematic thread reaches its climax in the Bilbo / Thorin death bed scene. 

Anyway, back to Smaug: One of the main mistakes with talking dragons is to shape the mouth like a snub Simian one in order to achieve a dubious lip-synch. .. A point which eluded me particularly in Eragon, since their link is a psychic one. 

To me, Smaug is the perfect example of a great creature defined by its look and design, yes, but also, very importantly, by his movement and -One little hint- its environment - Think about it... 

A big tool is also how and when he is fully revealed. I could give you specifics- beat-by-beat in fact (I'm geeking out to do it), but... I will say no more in order to save you from ruthless spoilerage (we have a few years to go, you now...?) and increased anxiety. 

Let me, however, say that this is actually one of the points I feel most enthusiastic about. 

Don't get me wrong- THE HOBBIT is extremely challenging in so many, many other ways- chief amongst them its unorthodox narrative choices (no &quot;continuous&quot; antagonist, Sudden reveal of Bard, his post thrush inner monologue, unconscious Bilbo during the battle, etc, etc) which should be protected as much as humanly possible since this very idiosyncracies are the ones that allow it to retain its unique identity- and that distinguish it from LOTR. 

Yr Obt Svt. 

GDT 

PD As to his voice- well, each reader has a Smaug voice in his / her head, just like you always do when &quot;hearing&quot; a great character in a book. 

I have mine... and it will be revealed in time...
NOw, the risk with any of my past movies (including PANS LABYRINTH and the upcoming HELLBOY II) is to try and deduct from them how the HOBBIT is going to look. The Fanatsy world in HBII is menat to move away from the LOTR model because we could nOT outdo that look on the budget we had and because it was already a look replicated in so many Celtic / Saxon sagas on film. 

PL has some faint passages of some tenuous things I will try but only the faintest connection... 

I think you should take a gander at my post about smaug on the FRONT PAGE article discussion, but your point is taken up to a point- The marketing is down the line and the elements in the movie will be treated -tonally- in a different way than you may expect. The Mirkwood episode is going to be pretty striking and the Goblin army alone will be a feast and the Wargs- oh, man- Beorin turning, etc, etc. I think it will be fine... 

Anyway guys, I'm off circulation for a few days- 

Until then 

GDT

By the &quot;look&quot; I also mean that the Hellboy movies have a different super-saturated color palette with very Pop sensibility and a broader, much more pulpy sensibility for the creatures, techno-ruin sets, etc...
Taking a break- will post. 

I received an email at my hotmail public site that I rather answer here. 

-What I meant by the environment / Smaug relationship is about the way he is scaled, moves and is lit, limited or enhanced by his location, weather conditions, light conditions, time of the year, etc. That's all I can say without spoilers but, if you keep this curious little summary you'll realize several years form now that those things I had in my mind ever since doodling the character as a kid had solidified waaay before starting the shoot of the film. 

Keep this little note... 

Now, the voice is a voice I have had in my head for many years too and I will explore it as such- if the actor is unavailable, unwilling or otherwise impossible to get, then the voice may change. But all directors, like any readers, step into a film with a plan. I hope the casting is possible. 

BTW The Robbie Benson case is a perfect one- good call bringing it up- since his would've been a name most people would've rejected back then. I remember nevertheless that Ron Perlman told me that Robbie was a &quot;regular&quot; in voice casting session- as was R.P. and that he knew how versatile he could be- so, kudos for that example!! And, no, don't worry, I'm not thinking of Robbie Benson... 

So far <!-- s;) --><img src="{SMILIES_PATH}/icon_wink.gif" alt=";)" title="Wink" /><!-- s;) --> 

Uh-oh... back to work. 

All The Best 

GDT
[b:1u53fr0u]Is the Single Movie Hobbit a contractual obligation?[/b:1u53fr0u]
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Its not a contractual matter. At this stage we are all finding out things- I believe, at the moment, that THE HOBBIT is better contained in a single film and kept brisk and fluid with no artificial &quot;break point&quot; but that too may change. One of the reasons why I am comfortable doing this is because nothing, at any point, has been presented as &quot;contractual&quot;. Quite the contrary, everything is genuine and exciting in that Blessed Island at the edge of the world! I am pretty sure that if we dont find a
great F2 we will do only a single film or if we find that if the HOBBIT cannot be contained in a single film and that there is, in fact, a natural break, we may end up with two. 

Everything we shared yesterday is &quot;What we know...&quot; while PJ and the gang finish LOVELY BONES and Your Truly finishes this insane enterprise that is HELLBOY II: THE GOLDEN ARMY. Im in London until late June and won't go to NZ until Late July. 

So much can change. But so much is being done to assure the best we can do... 

Yr Obt Svt 

GDT
[b:2o3iuum5]Rumor: is Hobbit casting closed?[/b:2o3iuum5]
Casting is not closed... at all- we will not choose casting until after we finish the scripts. Period. 

So, no- No talks are bound to take place with any actor to play Bilbo in the near future. Pages come first.

[b:2o3iuum5]on casting of Bilbo:[/b:2o3iuum5]
Bilbo is an incredibly dificult and taxing part to cast, physically exhausting- appearing in every scene of the HOBBIT film and a large portion of the second and exposed to elements, brutal travelling, inclement scheduling, etc, etc There's no two ways about it- 

Keep that in mind.
[b:1smg785h]To LOTR fans on Hellboy 2[/b:1smg785h]
As the opening of &quot;Hellboy II: The Golden Army&quot; draws near I feel the urge to reiterate a fair warning. The Aesthetics of the film are quite &quot;Pop&quot; and colorful and -obviously- more influenced by the hyper-saturated palette of a Kirby comic book than a Fairy Tale or a Fantasy work. 

Please do not get confused by either the palette of the film or its tone. It uses the comedic and interpersonal banter from the first film and the monster design is quite outlandish and colorful. We made a deliberate move away from the Celtic / Nordic aesthetics present in most Fantasy films because we knew we could NOT out do bigger productions (like LOTR) at that game. 

We are a $85 m dollar film and we tried to find our own &quot;look&quot; so we endeavoured to create a very idiosyncratic melange of Arabic architecture and design and Oriental motifs. We took Japanese suit of armour patterns allowed it to be imbued by Celtic motifs, etc- you can see some of that in the trailer. 

Our Elfland is more akin to Dunsany or perhaps even Moorcock in its aesthetics, using the stark contrast of dark against white skin and golden eyes. 

Our magical world is broader and freer -even surreal at times- and suits the tone of this film. 

I am exceedingly aware of Genres and moreso when I mix them and / or mix them together. Most of Hellboy will give you almost no indication of what will come to pass with the HOBBIT. There is, however a PROLOGUE done with Old Wooden Puppets that will share some faint traces that eventually you will be able to find in certain passages in the forthcoming movie. But even then, please do not take this as a verbatim through line. 

When I started HBII I had NO inkling that the HOBBIT would really come my way and I wanted to use the Fantasy Worlds that lie beneath as a metaphor of all that mankind is extinguishing with its unedning greed. 

It is my dearest hope that this message will prevent speculation of what in &quot;Pan's Labyrinth&quot; or &quot;Hellboy II&quot; will indicate what the HOBBIT will be. In time there will be definite aesthetic choices that will guide the film towards a yuxtaposition of PJ's and my visual proclivities but I think it will only be visible in retrospect and it would be almost impossible -and rather perverse- to try and divine it at this stage. 

The same goes for tone and theme. Nevertheless, if some of you enjoyed the first :Hellboy&quot; or &quot;Pan's Labyrinth&quot; for that matter I would love to have you grace a theater with your derriere and allow our tale to find you- 

All the Best 

GDT
Well- As I said before, EVEN when you lay out the cards for the story beats contained within the book (before even considering any apendix material) the work is enormous and encompasses more than one film. That's why we are thinking of the TWO INSTALLMENTS as parts of a single NARRATIVE. That's why I keep putting down the use of a &quot;bridge&quot; film (posited initially). I think the concept as such is not relevant anymore. I believe that the narrative and characters are rich enough to fit in TWO films.
-Whatever news I have in the next couple of weeks as we learn them. We have talked about what characters MUST return since they are explicitly demanded by the book and we have talked about which ones would be great to have if accessing the Apendixed material and the many etc everyone know. This affects two things: Who comes back and how we SPLIT the two chapters. There are TWO possible breaks for the story in the reading of the book. Really, just to point where you can break the two films. Thus,
by making a choice we may need a certain piece of casting o another. I know it all sound like a riddle but it is not. It is actually pretty clear to me. The Next 3 weeks are intensive &quot;boot camp&quot; weeks for the script in which Peter, Fran, Phil and myself are locked away a minimum of 12 hours a day with the CARDRS, OUTLINES, CHRONOLOGIES etc and finish sweating off the final spinal column of these puppies. Speculate away!! 

HUgs 

G the Bean Spiller
I'm up pulling a couple of &quot;all-nighters&quot; before next week since Im organizing a BIG &quot;show and tell&quot; for HoD's and my writing teammates. But, YES, although there are no COLOR swatches in the CARDS I have already COLOR-CODED the movie in my notebook and the cards. That's always a FIRST STEP in what I do. The color and shape and texture of the film already exist in my head now. Complete and vivid. I am very excited and happy with the visuals that are manifesting themselves in the
process. Very grand, very majestic and then- in occasion- intimate and warm. A true feast. 

Back to work 

G
DIfferent directors, different locales will make for a different look and feel in large sections even if we have the links of Alan and John an Howard (look for example at the work of Gullermo Navarro with Q Tarantino in JACKIE BROWN or STUART LITTLE etc) but its a good, solid mixture of reinvention and familiarity a respectful but bold approach to that universe that is looking to expand it- The sum of the 5 films should make for a more complete universe and a more varied bestiary and travelogue than the Trilogy,
otherwise, what would be the point of two more movies?? We will take you to new places and characters and when revisiting Hobbiton or Rivendell you will feel them as an anchor to what is to come. 

Trolls, Goblins and many long etceteras have many subspecies that can be expanded and explored. We are building a massive landscape. 

All the Best 

GDT
Hola Again!! 
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Concept art Is one of the tools a director has to conform and convey a common goal to all creative teams (wardrobe, production design, etc) and it is the director's first instinct that starts shaping that material. 

Out of the wide variety of interpretations of Middle Earth (Ian Miller, the Hilderbrandts, Nasmith) it was Peter's choice that gathered lee and Howe and it was his instinct that guide what and how they blended into the fabric of the film's cinematography, production design, wardrobe etc 

As an example- on the Elves of HELLBOY II I kicked off their general design (see my sketchbook pages on the ART OF HELLBOY II book)- pale skin, engraved, golden eyes and tinted hair tips, etc but they were sculpted by Mitch Devane at Spectral Motion and the Armour (which I originally thought of for another project) was designed and executed by Sammy Sheldon but we had to solve a lot of technical problems when lighting him- allow me to elaborate: In a scene where you have a RED character, standing next
to a WHITE CHARACTER (I mean albino white) and a DARK METAL character (Johann) you need to have almost 3 different lightning set ups to allow for the wild variety of readings between those skins- there's sometimes a FULL TOP variation in exposure between those skin toes... So, there- Its impossible to anticipate form the outside what each element is going to bring to the final result but it is the director's job to modulate all of this into a &quot;world&quot; that has visual unity. For you amusement and
speculation I submit, however, that Mike was involved in visualization of some Goblin stuff and varied ideas for the Dwarves. We are still in process and the ideas that I asked him to &quot;run with&quot; may change in time but his DNA is now fused with the rest of the gang (John Howe and him got along famously) and is part of the natural change of flavour that will occur between the LOTR and THE HOBBIT. 

But, yes, Alan and John are of course involved but so is Mike, Barlowe, Oscar Chichoni (see the book MEKANIKA), Francisco Ruiz Velasco, WETA, Spectral Motion- don't drive yourselves mad guessing what each of them brings on board. As a director you're not always playing to the designer's most obvious sensibilities. 

Mignola's presence, as always, re-energized the team and inspired us all. In my opinion, he is a Titan amongst comic book artists but also a mind of spectacular range. 

A good idea is for you to get the ART OF books of HELLBOY and HELLBOY II and see the wide variety of styles that were involved, the notes in my sketchbook that started the ideas and how they ended up on screen. Its a very interesting process. 

For Wayne Barlowe I suggest INFERNO or BARLOWE's GUIDE TO EXTRATERRESTRIALS . 

For Chichoni, MEKANIKA and for Francisco Ruiz velasco the ART OF books or the (very irreverent and somewhat piquant steampunk) short film A GENTLEMAN'S DUEL which he co-designed and co-directed. 

And then... you still will have to guess what each one will do <!-- s;) --><img src="{SMILIES_PATH}/icon_wink.gif" alt=";)" title="Wink" /><!-- s;) --> 

Best 

GDT
Mirkwood Elves you may like... soon we will see... IN HBII The spear tip came from something I read a long time ago about &quot;Shanking&quot; techniques in Prison ( I love crime fcition and non-fiction) and it stayed with me and combined with a silly notion I heard as a kid: that a thorn or the spine of a sea urchin, once in your body will slowly creep towards your heart. When I first dated my wife, 27 years ago, a thorn entered my left wrist. I dindt remove it, I wanted it as a memory of the first time I picked her
up for a date. I am horrified to report that the spine tip (still visible) has moved approximatelyy AN INCH towards my heart. THis may mean I will die in 2-300 years. 

Hugs 

G
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